INTRODUCTION
Since dopamine (DA) was first identified in the central nervous system (CNS) 25 years ago*9 enormous strides have been made towards understanding the anatomy, behavioral function and clinical importance of neurons utilizing this chemical as a transmitter substance. The loci of cell bodies containing DA and the areas to which they project their axons now have been described in considerable detailtr4Jls. As reviewed below, the role of DA systems in behavioral phenomena including locomotor activity and various forms of learning continues to be the topic of a large number of scientific investigations. The value of this intense research activity is underscored by growing evidence implicating abnormal DA function in patients with neuropsychiatric disorders including
Parkinson's disease@ and schizophrenialOs.'*0,177.196. Some recent findings provide indirect evidence that the underlying abnormality in children suffering from attention deficit disorder with hyperactivity also may be dopaminergicl". Furthermore, drugs of abuse, including cocaine and amphetamine, are known to enhance DA transmission in the brainl64. Taken togeth-0165-0173/83/$03:00 0 1983 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
